New Members Entertain Old

Members of Zeta Sigma and Quin­n­tillan Literary Society installed their new members at a banquet given in Brubacher hall on January 15. After a broiled chicken dinner the new members entertained.

Quin Has Talent Show

At the Quin banquet Sally Simmons started off the entertainment by doing a pantomime of a Frankie Laine record entitled "I'd Do Anything For You." Next they had a chorus line style dance by Pat Canfield, Eleanor Ehr, Alice Erwin, Mary Lou Deltrich and Margaret Moran. The music for their dance was "By the Sea," which they sang themselves. Yvonne Ruth then recited a poem. Following that Gretchen Wright did a monologue on baby sitting. The final number of the night was "Goodnight Ladies," with Nancy Reddin accompanying them on the ukulele.

WACK Comes To Banquet

The Sigma banquet got under way with a fashion show from station WACK. Brenda Sandberg was Betty Campbell and included some of the new members modeling Eddie Lostie originals. After that came a Ted Mack Amateur Hour sponsored by Old Mold cigarettes. Gwen Zetler took over as master of ceremonies and Beatrice Wein­stein danced as the Old Mold cigarette pack. Their show started with a French Can-can by Evelyn Scott. Sue Banger, Sherill Miller and Shirley Male. It was followed by a pantomine by Judy Cotter called "For Me It's All or Nothing." Then the scene changed and the members went to Hawaii to see a Hula-hula dance by Mary McNamara. After that the members saw a Charleston by Tamara Tamaroff. The last of the entertainment was a song by Brenda Sandberg, Mimi Ryan, Toby Lee Stone and Hannah Kornreich by Tamara Tamaroff. The last of the new members singing "Goodnight Ladies," with Nancy Reddin accompanying them on the ukulele.

Y. M. C. A. Clubs

To Have Banquet

Members of the Milne Hi-Y and Tri-Hi-Y organizations are planning to hold a joint banquet some time in February. At this time the Y.M.C.A. will install the officers of the Tri-Hi-Y, which is the female equivalent of Hi-Y.

Hi-Y aids in the installation will be the officers of the Hi-Y. They are Ronald Thomas, president: Andrew Wilson, vice-president: Gerald Lugg, secretary: Frederick Corrie, treasurer, and William Hayes, chaplain.

Tri-Hi-Y officers participating in the installation banquet are: Mary Lou Richardson, president: Mary Canfield, vice-president: Patricia Canfield, secretary: Shirley Wagener, treasurer, and Allison Parker, chaplain.

Junior Record Tastes

On January 8 and 10, 1952, the eleventh grade of Milne answered questions on the Kuder Interest Charts. The series of tests was under the direction of Dr. Margaret Hayes, Professor of Education of the college.

These are not aptitude tests, but help to bring out the special areas of interest in each pupil. The results are used in vocational units, and in helping students make up their minds about college work.
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Milnettes Seen On Television

The Milnettes appeared on television Friday, January 18, at 9:30 p.m. Cynthia Berberian accompanied them on the piano. They selected "Penny Parade" for their number. They sang this number on the Teen Age Barn produced by Tommy Sternfeld.

To Appear With Choir

On February 1, the Milnettes, along with the choir, will appear on television at 11:00 a.m. This show is sponsored by New York State College for Teachers and lasts one-half hour. The songs they have selected for this performance are "Penny Parade" and "Swing Low." Dr. Roy York also disclosed that later on in the year the choir will sing for the honors assembly.

T. A. T. Hold Hop

 Theta Nu, Adelphi, and Thesium held a dance in the State college lounge, Friday, January 18, from 8:30 to 12:30 p.m.

William Hayes was general chairman for the affair. Peter Neville and Robert Norris handled the finances. Richard Salisbury was in charge of refreshments. Jimmy Spataro and his orchestra played for the evening. Mike Meyers took care of engaging Mr. Spataro for the evening.

Chaperons for the dance were Mr. Harlan Raymond, Mr. Raneldp Moore, and Mr. Carleton Morse.

Concert Pianist Comes to Milne From Carnegie

Gerard Fremy, 16, of Paris, France, will be visiting the Albany area and the Milne school during the week of January 27 to February 3. Gerard, a concert pianist, is in the United States to play for the Paul Whiteman "Teen-Age Amateurs" shows, both on television and radio. Dr. Wallace Taylor of the Milne school was delighted to have him visit. It would be an excellent opportunity for the young Frenchman to see what life in an American city is like, and so he invited him to visit Albany for a week.

Students To Be Hosts

Gerard will stay at the homes of Edward Bigley and Bennett Thomson, who have planned a full week for him. The future concert pianist will attend the St. Peter's-Milne game which will be played in the Paul Whiteman "Teen-Age Amateurs" show while Bennett Thomson, "Buzz Sternfeld, Bob Page, and Cynthia Berberian will make up an informal panel to interview Gerard. M. Fremy will play the piano, and the choir will sing "Peter and the Wolf" and "Swing Low." Cynthia Berberian will accompany the Milnettes and Shirley Wagener, the choir.

Gerard Fremy is the first young artist in a series of performances on the Paul Whiteman TV Teen Club program. He is the first teenager ever flown from another country as a guest on a television program. Gerard is scheduling to appear as soloist with the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra during his two-week stay in the United States.

Gerard began his study of music at the age of four, and comes to us from Carnegie Hall.
How often have we all been in class while the teacher is giving out the homework and cried, in consternation, "But we have five other classes!" The teacher then replies, "Well, do this first, and then do your other work." This scene may occur as many as five times a day, but, how many "firsts" do we have? Under the old schedule, we at least had a chance to get started once in a while, but, under this system, we don't stand a chance!

“Five Other Classes!”

Ed Bigley, Frank Parker, Bennett Thomson, Don Leslie, Gretchen Wright, Doug Billion, Dave Clarke were some of those who attended. Claire Marks, Jane Carleka, Carolyn Kitzler, Arleen Avery, Marcia Hallenbeck and Cynthia Tainter went to the University of Pennsylvania Mask and Wig show and the dance which followed. Harry Vance recently traveled to Amsterdam to see a C.B.A. game, while Mary Phillips and Bob Norris enjoyed the Pantages Theatre. Beryl Scott, Mimi Ryan, Diane Davison, Shirley Male, and Alice Erwin were some of the kids who went to Sue Brown's pizza party. Did you all have enough pizza, girls? After the Milne-Academy game, Gretchen Wright had an open house. Everyone had lots of fun.

Pat Reilly, Beryl Tracy, Lois Laventhal, Ellen Seigal, Lore Pauley, Barbara Van Dyke, Nancy Prescott, Faye Keller, Janet Sutherland, Paul Vegal, Wes Moodt, Darl Miller, Peter Dunning, Sheldon Schneider and the Neville twins all had a wonderful time at Joan Callahan's party. Ann Gayle had a dinner party on her birthday for 12 of the ninth grade girls. It seems that everyone had a good time.
A.A. Cadets Repulse Milne Raiders; Coombs’ 14 High for Visiting Raiders

Albany academy + Milne — the third quarter = Milne Victory!, a simple demonstration of the practical applications of elementary algebra. That’s exactly what happened January 11 in the Albany academy home court. Following is the literal explanation of the formula above.

Milne Leads
The first quarter outlook was terrific as the Raiders’ fast-aggressive ball handling and tough defensive maneuvering gave them a three point lead. Going into the second period, the Raiders continued to score raising the advantage to five points, with the aid of three field goals by Don Coombs. Then, a little bewildered, the Cadets, who were favored by five points caught fire, dunking three quick field goals and one free throw, to go ahead by two points. The lead was quickly destroyed as two Milne free throws completed the first half and evened the score at 17-17.

Now we apply the formula, as in the third period, the Cadets led by junior Creel Froman, romped for 14 points, while Bill Hayes contributed Milne’s lonely two points to the score book.

Cadets Pull Ahead
The Cadets led by 12 points, 31-19. The brief time-out between the third and fourth quarters was the turning point as the re-inspired Raiders returned to the ball game and outscored the Cadets by five points in the final quarter.

Cadets Victorious
However, the damage was already done, and on the strength of their 14 point spread in the third quarter, the Cadets were victorious, 43-36.

The final score of the J.V. game was A.A. 35, M.H.S. 38.

Milne Triumphs Over Altamont
The Raiders completed the first half of the ’51-52 season, Saturday, January 12. Altamont was victim of a sound whipping as the Crimson attached win number four to their 4 and 5 record.

Every player on Coach Grogan’s 12-man squad was successful in the third and fourth quarters was the turning point as the re-inspired Raiders returned to the ball game and outscored the Cadets by five points in the final quarter.

The first quarter was undecided as the losers seemed to keep within easy reach of the home team. Then in the next period, the Raiders streaked ahead netting 18 straight points, outsourcing the opposition 20 to 1.

The last half was merely a continuation of the one-sided battle as the Raiders kept the pressure on doubling the margin as it grew from 20 to 39. The final score was Milne 54, Altamont 15.

The Milne J.V. won easily, 37-14. The Junior Varsity has a 6 and 3 record for the season totalling a very neat .667 percentage.

Grappering for the ball with an unidentified Academy player is Bob Page.

CHS Subdues Milne High School
January 19, in the Puge Hall gym, the Red Devils met the Red Devils from Cobleskill high for their tenth game of the ’51-52 season. The Milnites, handicapped by having four varsity regulars out of the lineup, were defeated, 34-35.

The visitors netted three successive field baskets in the early minutes of the contest capturing a six point advantage. The pace then evened, and the Raiders managed to chop two points off the margin, but they were on the wrong side of an 11-7 score at the quarter. In the second period, the Devils on the strength of a brief six-point scoring spree managed to gather a much stronger 10 point lead.

C.H.S. Takes Lead
In the very first minute of the second half, the visitors boosted the margin another two notches, as they went ahead by 12 markers. Then the Crimson, aided by the strong J.V. first club, caught fire and began to show the tiring visitors a much better brand of basketball. The Raiders trailed at the third period by six points, as the scoreboard registered Cobleskill, 37, Milne 31. The fourth quarter, however, was very much unlike the third. The visitors scored a quick field goal, followed by Don Smith’s two-pointer for the losers. This maintained the six-point margin as the Devils led 39-33. However Smith’s basket was the final Crimson tally, and from there on the winners romped for 15 straight points, opening the margin, and closing the game.

Walker High
Mickles was high for the victors, scoring 16 points.

BCHS Stops Milne In Delmar Game
The Milne hoopsters evened their record at three wins, three losses, Friday night, January 4, as they bowed by 10 markers to Bethlehem Central’s powerful varsity squad.

The preliminary game offered the most excitement as the little Eagles squeaked past the Milne J.V. to win 42-41.

The varsity game got off to a bad start as the Delmar Eagles captured a six-point lead. The Raiders staged an immediate comeback as they held the Eagles to one point while two tallies by Page and one each by Walker and Coombs evened the margin as the scoreboard read eight apiece. The trend switched again as the Delmar five began to score constantly while the Raiders continually missed the mark. The Eagles gained a six-point margin on the strength of their rally, and at halftime led 13-12. The third quarter was exactly the same as the first half, the Eagles tallied 18, while the Raiders netted 12, boosting the margin another six points. In the last period the losers outscored the home team, but only by two points, as the 13-point margin from the first three quarters prevailed. The final score was 48-38.

Spring Cleaning
The spring house cleaning drive got under way early this year in the girls’ locker room. Last week every girl really dug to the bottom. Some even found lost treasures buried under dusty books and mountains of clothes. The little animals must have had advance warning of the upheaval, for not a soul turned up. All the books received top-shelf priority, as per orders. Did you ever see an agile seventh grader shinney up the side to get to the bottom? If not, you’ve missed something.

Trampoline Commences
This year we have a new gadget added to our collection. It is a belt made to help the girls who are learning how to jump on the tramp. This will come in very handy for our gym teacher. If someone is bad on the rope and presto—he’s stuck up in the air until someone lets her down. Of course, the belt is fastened around the waist, so no harm can come to her. It will really be a help to beginners, and also to those trying tricks.

By “LEETE”
“Shoot ’em in the basket, bounce ’em on the floor!” This familiar chant can be heard in any of the girls’ gym classes as you’ve guessed it. We’ve started basketball. And just to make life interesting, a couple of new rules have been added to girls’ basketball this year. They were announced in gym classes but for those who have already forgotten here they are again: Only limited dribbling. That means that the ball can be bounced only twice in succession. The old rule allows you to throw the ball while sitting down. This sounds as if the game is a sitting-down parlor game, which isn’t so at all. This rule takes care of the situation, if a girl falls or, for some unknown reason, finds herself on the floor. She can then throw the ball before sitting down.

Basketball Game Scheduled
A basketball game is scheduled with area teams for February 2 at Phillip Living Junior high school. The members of the senior team are: guards, Marcin Hallenbeck, Ruth Houck, Nancy Prescott. Centers: Caroline McGrath; forwards, Penny Thompson, Lois Lavalant, Cynthia Tainter, Mary Alice Leete and Janet Sutherland. The referees are Chris Brehm and Faye Keller. We wish all the best of luck.

Tea Arrangements Planned
The semi-annual tea, given by the Home Economics department and all the M.G.A.A., will be held on February 16 in the Richardson lounge. The purpose of this tea is to acquaint the new State college and the M.G.A.A., will be held on February 16 in the Richardson lounge. The purpose of this tea is to acquaint the new State college student teachers with the Milne supervisors. As usual, the Home Economics girls will furnish their tasty cakes and cookies for the occasion. The girls who will pour this year are: "Buzz" Sternfeld, Ruth Dyer, Sally Simmons and Mary MacNamara. Just as important are the girls working behind the scenes. They are Mary Killough, Honey McNeil, and Mimi Ryan.

Field Hockey
The spring house cleaning drive got under way early this year in the girls’ locker room. Last week every girl really dug to the bottom. Some even found long lost treasures buried under dusty books and mountains of clothes. The little animals must have had advance warning of the upheaval, for not a one turned up. All the books received top-shelf priority, as per orders. Did you ever see an agile seventh grader shinney up the side to get to the bottom? If not, you’ve missed something.

Trampoline Commences
This year we have a new gadget added to our collection. It is a belt made to help the girls who are learning how to jump on the tramp. This will come in very handy for our gym teacher. If someone is bad on the rope and presto—he’s stuck up in the air until someone lets her down. Of course, the belt is fastened around the waist, so no harm can come to her. It will really be a help to beginners, and also to those trying tricks.
VOX POPULI

Dear Chris,

Why don’t we have a person lead in the singing at assemblies? The choir is aiding us presently, but this arrangement is fairly difficult for them to guide 400 people. While they are making every effort, it is felt that they need some assistance.

I think the thing to do is have a leader on the stage to keep the people together. If you want to, fast, the leader can speed the crowd up, and if you want to sing slower, he can also drop it. I have heard many, many complaints about the singing in assembly, and since it seems to be getting no better, I took the opportunity to ask you PLEASE do something about the situation!

Respectfully,

C. B.

Editor's Note: We are wholeheartedly in favor of changing our National Anthem and Alma Mater from completely dirge to their proper tempo. That's a terrible idea! All we ask is that someone get up and choreograph the song. Even a moron would help!

From living with an addict, we of the Crimson and White, extend our kindest sympathies to Donald Columbus, whose mother died shortly before Christmas.

IN SYMPATHY

Ronald Columbus

N.Y.U. Grants Raanes Ph. D.

Congratulations are due Dr. Raanes, Latin supervisor, who has earned her doctorate. The degree is in the major area of classical studies which includes Latin and Greek literature, history, archeology, and linguistics.

Dr. Raanes worked for her degree in 1948 at the University of Michigan and in 1949 during the summer. In 1950-1951, she worked through the whole year at New York University. Dr. Raanes received her B.A. at Hunter college in New York City. She received her M.A. at Smith college in Northampton, Mass. Dr. Raanes received her Ph.D. at New York University in New York.

Things to Come

Friday, February 1

11:00-11:30 a.m. — Milne TV program

First semester ends

Saturday, February 2

Basketball—Hudson—Home

Thursday, February 7

Report cards distributed in home-rooms at 2:15

Saturday, February 9

Basketball—Coleskilel—Away

Friday, February 15

Basketball—Averill Park—Away

Saturday, February 16

Junior high party

Jr. Hi Holds Hop

On Saturday, February 16, the Junior Student Council will sponsor its annual Leap Year Dance. It is to be held in Richardson's lounge from 7:30 to 10:30. Mrs. Bush and Mr. Cowley are to chaperone the dance. Records will be used for music, and refreshments will be sold outside. Everyone in grades 7 through 9 is welcome.

Hi-Y Plans Parties

Wednesday, January 23, was the date of the Hi-Y Bowling party held at the State Bowling alleys from 7:00 to 9:00.

Sometime in February, the Hi-Y is sponsoring an installation banquet for the Milne girls of the newly formed Tri-Hi-Y.

—MID-TERM EXAM SCHEDULE—

TUES. JAN. 29

8:30 to 10:25

Eng. 12—224, 225

Chem. 12—224, 225

Spanish II—123

Latin II—123

Bus. Mat.—224

Bus. Mat.—223

11:00 to 2:35

Eng. 10—126, 127

Eng. 11—224, 225

Lat. I—123

9th Alg.—20R

9th Gen. Math.—129

WED. JAN. 30

8:30 to 10:25

Physics—320

Geography—320

French III—127

Eng. 9—224, 226

Shorthand II—323

10:30 to 12:25

Latin II—123, 127

Spanish III—128

Bus. Mat.—224

Bus. Mat.—223

11:00 to 2:35

Lat. I—123, 127

1:00 to 2:55

Bookkeeping I—129

9th Alg.—20R

9th Gen. Math.—129

THURS. JAN. 31

8:30 to 10:25

Soc. St. 12—20R

Shorthand I—233

Intro. to Bus.—L. Th.

Int. Alg.—28R

10:30 to 12:25

Chem.—320, 321

Art.—320

French I—238

Latin I—123, 127

1:00 to 2:55

10th Alg.—129

9th Gen. Math.—129

Science 9—20R

Sec. Prac.—235

MRS. MILLER'S WELCOME

GUIDANCE—WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 30

NEW TUESDAY NIGHT LECTURE—

Juan Chacon, Head of New York University, will lecture on "The Latin World in the Middle Ages."}

Ronald Thompson

On October 12, 1952, an important thing happened. Ronald, a member of the rifle team and Hi-Y, and the campaign manager for one of the officers in Student Council, Ronnie is now head manager of all sports and president of Hi-Y.

Worcester college in Massachusett's is the place where Ronnie would like to study engineering.

Ronny likes the science and math courses given at Milne, especially Intermediate Algebra. He says, though, that he would like the senior room to be for seniors only.